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You are free to walk, talk and work

This range of GAP* compatible wireless headsets can be registered to your DECT™ phone or 
wireless PBX, and then act as independent extension, just like your existing DECT handsets.

Home and home office use
DECT cordless phones are replacing corded phones in many homes due to the excellent sound 
quality and the flexibility of having multiple handsets connected to one base station. Now you 
can easily add a headset which works seamlessly alongside your existing system. So when the 
phone rings, you can answer the call with the headset, up to 50 metres from the base station. 
For outgoing calls, you simply dial with your handset and transfer the call to the headset.

For DECT PBX-equipped businesses
Warehouse environments, large retail stores and increasingly, general offices now have 
DECT PBX’s to allow cordless access to the phone system. When paired with an appropriate 
DECT PBX these Plantronics headsets can offer site-wide roaming (within the system 
coverage), so you are always in contact.

GAP Wireless range overview
The C65 is an entry level headset with a noise-cancelling microphone, and a choice of wearing 
styles. The C70 is very stylish and discreet, including a clear, removable voice tube microphone. 
The C351N – with an over-the-head band, and soft, cushioned ear-pad – is particularly suited 
to people who use the phone for long periods.

Each of these wireless headsets offers total comfort, best-in-class device and battery 
performance and crystal-clear sound. Enjoy freedom from your desk, wires and neck-ache.

* Generic Access Profile
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Sound Innovation™ for missions to the moon. And for everyday life on this planet, too.

In 1969, a Plantronics headset carried the historic first words from the moon: “That’s one small step for man...” From the man on the moon to the 
man on the street, Plantronics is an innovation leader dedicated to creating communication solutions for people who understand and appreciate 
the real freedom of space. From outer space to inner space, find your space.

Space photo imagery courtesy of NASA

www.plantronics.com

Plantronics C351N

Plantronics C65

Plantronics C70

Description Part Number

C65/A, Euro 36907-12

C65/A, UK 36907-11

C351N UK 39636-01

C351N Euro 39636-02

C70 UK 39629-01

C70 Euro 39629-02

Programming tool (UK) 36950-01

Programming tool (EURO) 36950-02

Plantronics C65, C70, C351N
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Product Comparison
 C65 C351N CS70

Wearing style  Earloop, headband,  Headband Discreet, behind the ear 
 neckband (optional)

Microphone type Noise Cancelling  Noise Cancelling Clear Voice Tube

Volume & mute control Yes Yes Yes

Range when paired  
with a DECT phone Up to 50 metres Up to 50 metres Up to 50 metres

Range when paired  
with a DECT PBX Site-wide roaming is possible (DECT-system dependent) on all models

Talktime Up to 9 hours Up to 9 hours Up to 5 hours

Weight 27g 66g 22g

Headset desk charger Yes Yes Yes

Pairing with DECT Phones

To pair with a residential phone, simply put the telephone base into pairing mode (usually 
press and hold a dedicated pair button or other multi-function button such as page), then 
put the headset into pairing mode and they will automatically find each other and pair. 

These headsets work with most GAP compatible DECT bases including: Siemens Gigaset range;  
BT Diverse 5000 series; BT Diverse 4000 series; Panasonic KXTCD5X5; Panasonic KXTCD4XX; 
Panasonic KXTCD580 and many more.

For a full list of compatible DECT phones that these headsets can be paired with, see:  
www.plantronics.com

Programming Tool

Certain enterprise DECT PBX systems require specific headset PIN codes. A Programming 
Tool is available which includes a base unit that connects to a PC, and software that enables 
system administrators to change the headset PIN code from the standard 0000 to any 8 
digit code. This then enables the headsets to work on enterprise DECT systems where the 
longer PIN codes are required. The software also tracks the headsets in use along with 
their assigned PIN codes.
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